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ABSTRACT 
 
A user-friendly and automatic illuminator with adjustable wavelength and optical power has been developed to obtain 
precision quantum efficiency (QE) curves of astronomical CCD as well as optical transmission measurements for 
cryogenic holographic gratings and other optical components. Integrating commercial components with custom 
mechanical parts and control software, this equipment is able to illuminate a target with light of controlled intensity and 
wavelength. This facility is primarily intended for testing of Volume Phase Holographic (VPH) gratings at low 
temperature as well as obtaining CCD quantum efficiencies. A Labview control application runs on a desktop computer 
allowing full automation of the spectrophotometer. The apparatus includes a Quartz-Tungsten light source, neutral 
density filters, a monochromator, visible and near-infrared power meters, as well as collimating and focusing optics. 
Rotation mechanisms allow the characterization of gratings for all angles of diffractions. For CCD testing, network 
commands allow the facility to get raw images, compute and record QE curves for further detector characterization.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Volume Phase Holographic (VPH) grating and its possible use in astronomical instruments is a technology being 
studied and characterized in the last years [3,4]. Its high efficiency at room temperature allows thinking of its use at 
cryogenic instruments [5], for infrared applications. Taking into account the next instruments that the astronomical 
instrumentation group at the California Institute of Technology will be designing and building [2], a comprehensive 
testing facility for VPH grating was funded, designed and built.  
 
Taking advantage of the similarity of requirements between this facility and the one required to obtain Quantum 
Efficiency (QE) curves for imaging detectors like CCDs [6], an optical and mechanical design was conceptualized in 
order to accomplish both objectives. 
 
The facility is completely automatic and controlled with a LabView application, using advantage of already developed 
applications for process control and image acquisition [7,13] within the lab. Applications tailored for VPH and QE were 
programmed. The facility includes a cryogenic chamber to hold a grating at a controlled temperature while is being 
illuminated, a quartz-tungsten light source, a monochromator and 2 calibrated photodiodes to measure the flux power 
from the near UV to the NIR, all mounted in motorized rotating stages. 
 
The results of this experiment are presented in [1] for the case of cryogenic VPH gratings. 
 
 

2. CRYOGENIC CHAMBER 
 
The VPH gratings need to be tested at temperatures around 120 K, usual temperature of operation for near infrared 
instruments [2]. The rest of the setup is at room temperature, so the heat radiation coming from the exterior was a 
concern for the final temperature of the VPH. A thermal model was implemented to confirm the final temperature of the 
VPH, standing in front of a window at room temperature. With this model, it was clear that an intermediate cold glass 
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next to the VPH was required as radiation shield. One for each side of the VPH conformed what is hereafter called 
‘filters’. The cryogenic chamber was based on an existing liquid nitrogen dewar. 3D modeling was used to implement a 
dewar base able to hold the VPH and the filters (through a base plate thermally connected to dewar’s liquid nitrogen 
can), while being optically clear for the experiment. Two windows on the sides holding the vacuum allow this purpose. 
The 3D model views are presented in figure 1. 
 
 
 

  
 

Figure 1: VPH mount, filters and Base plate assembly models: alone and in the cryogenic chamber 
 
The VPH temperature is one of the parameters for the experiment, because it is expected that the VPH efficiency could 
be modified with temperature, so a temperature control and monitor system was implemented for the cryogenic 
chamber. A set of temperature sensors and their purpose are described in table 1. 
 

Table 1: Location and Purpose of Temperature Sensors 
 

Temperature Sensor Location Purpose 
Dewar LN2 tube Monitor empty LN2 condition 
Base plate Base temperature (controlled with heater) 
Filter holder Monitor temperature gradient 
VPH holder Monitor the closest point to the VPH  
VPH glass (removable) Monitor the VPH itself (only first VPH) 

  
 
The goal for the temperature control is to keep the VPH at a known and stable temperature. As dozens of VPH will be 
tested and they are relatively small (2 inch diameter), it was impractical to install a temperature sensor on each of them, 
so as part of the complete thermal characterization of the chamber, the first VPH was installed with a temperature 
sensor on its center. Figure 2 shows the first thermal test with data from all the sensors, where the VPH reaches about 
100 K, considered enough for the experiment, which goal was 120 K. 
The base plate has a heater able to deliver 40 W to the plate. It was tested that 40 W were able to increase the 
temperature in 60 K, enough for the scope of the experiment. Go to [1] for details about chosen temperatures. 
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Figure 2: Experimental thermal cycle of the cryogenic chamber 

 
 

3. OPTICAL COMPONENTS 
 
The facility uses commercial components assembled on an optical bench. The components are common to spectro-
photometric measurements and several references [5,6,8,9,10] describe similar setups. A list of major parts with 
description can be found in table 2. 
 

Table 2: Optical Components 
 

Component Description 
Light source Oriel model 66892 Light head w/quartz tungsten lamp, housing and 

power supply 
Filter wheel Oriel model 74041 Neutral Density (ND) filters 
Monochromator Oriel model 74100 Wavelength selection 
Calibrated & cooled Si detector Oriel 
model 71642 

Visible measurement 

Calibrated & cooled InGaAs detector 
Oriel model 71646 

NIR measurement 

Optical Power Meter Oriel model 70310 Detector reading 
 
Figure 3 presents a general view of the optical bench and the optical components of the facility. 
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Figure 3: Aerial view of the facility, showing light source, monochromator and cryogenic chamber 
 
Some remarks of this particular setup are: 

- The light source includes optical feedback stabilization to minimize recalibration along one run because of 
variation in intensity of the source.  

- The beam from the monochromator is collimated.  
- There are two detector elements (photodiodes) to cover the visible and near infrared regions of the spectrum. 

Each of them is independently read. 
- Each detection sensor has a lens to focus the beam on its sensible area. 
- The monochromator-chamber-sensors set is covered by a light-tight enclosure, to avoid scattered light from the 

light source or other sources in the lab. 
 
 

4. VPH CHARACTERIZATION REQUIREMENTS 
 
To completely characterize a transmitting grating like a VPH, the element needs to be illuminated by a monochromatic 
beam at a selectable angle respect to the element. The beam will be diffracted as a function of the grating properties and 
the wavelength chosen [11]. This physical behavior implies that, for a complete characterization at different angles, the 
VPH must rotate along its axis as well as the detection sensors, i.e. having two degrees of freedom. This was 
accomplished using a rotating stage underneath the cryogenic chamber and a carriage sliding on a curved track, carrying 
the detection sensors, hereafter called detector carriage. 
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Figure 4: Plant view of the VPH rotational scheme 
 
The rotational concept is schematized in figure 4. For a fixed angle θ, the monochromatic beam at a wavelength λα 
illuminates the VPH, being diffracted at a certain angle α. For another wavelength λβ, the diffracted angle will be β. To 
measure both diffracted beams, the detector needs to rotate, centered respect to the VPH axis. θ and α (or β) are the 
two degrees of spatial freedom of the system. 
 
Smart motors from Quick Silver Controls were used to control both degrees of freedom. Considering that the VPH 
ruling could not be perfectly vertical respect to the bench, one could have a misalignment in height of the beam for 
different detector carriage angles, thus a low profile manual tip-tilt table was added underneath the chamber, to allow 
further adjustment of the height of the beam respect to the bench, in order to have the detection sensors aligned to the 
beam for all angles. 
 
The procedure to get the efficiency for a VPH is described in [1].  
 
 

5. QE MEASUREMENT MODE 
 
The facility can be reconfigured to measure QE for imaging detectors, like CCDs. The goal for this purpose is to 
illuminate the imaging detector and the detection sensors with the same beam. This is accomplished replacing the 
cryogenic chamber by a flat mirror, to point the collimated beam towards the photodiodes detectors or to the imaging 
detector under test. As the lenses cannot be used in a direct manner, the collimated beam is flattened with an integrating 
sphere added at the output of the monochromator.  The detector under test is placed at the same distance than the 
detection sensors. For this application the monochromator’s built-in shutter is used to expose the imaging detector to the 
monochromatic light. 
 
The expression to obtain the QE of an imaging detector is based on the formula given in [12], modified for the case of a 
calibrated detector, which delivers a power reading. 
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Where CCDS  is the mean signal in the area of analysis of the image from the CCD ( −e ), SP is the individual pixel area 

( 2cm ), DA is the photodiode sensor area ( 2cm ), q is the electron charge, λ is the wavelength selected (Ǻ) and DW  is 
the power reading (Watt). 
 
One of the important features of any automatic QE measurement facility is the ability to measure the level of the signal 
in the image prior taking the final image for the QE sequence, in order to keep it within a predefined range and avoid 
saturation. Because of the no-flat spectral response of the light source and the imaging detector, for different 
wavelengths the amount of electrons collected will vary enormously, for a fixed exposure time. It is a goal for a QE 
measurement facility to adjust the exposure time and/or modify the intensity of the light source, through the Neutral 
Density filter wheel, to avoid any saturation in the image. An iterative process is performed in this facility to obtain 
every image of a QE sequence within a user-defined range. 
 

6. CONTROL SOFTWARE 
 
The software architecture was designed to reach maximum modularity and flexibility. It consists of several independent 
software modules, where each module handles a specific piece of the system. The software developed for the QE testing 
facility is explained here, while the one developed for VPH testing is explained in [1]. 
 
Labview was chosen as the programming language because of its flexibility as well as availability of most of the low-
level drivers for the different hardware subsystems. Furthermore, many of the image acquisition systems in the lab are 
based in this platform as well. 
 
The architecture is based on a central server, which listens for ASCII commands from an external client through a raw 
TCP/IP socket. The client for this application is a main GUI or any scripting language. The server re-sends the 
command to the appropriate module, to execute the action and return a response. This central server is an ArcVIEW 
server [13], to take advantage of all the variable management already developed in this application. Useful information 
like image headers, log files and recreation of test conditions are stored in an internal database, also accessible 
externally through a network port.  
 
The server port is used by the external client to request commands and/or information. There will be normally required 
actions (move filter wheel, move mirror, etc) as well as information (for instance, data for the image headers) which can 
be requested to the database using a direct network connection. 
 
Besides the normal TCP/IP port of the server and the server database, many of the subsystem modules have their own 
external ports; therefore they can be used or tested in a completely independent way. 
 
The subsystems described below use RS-232 serial ports. 
 
Quicksilver module: talks to a Quicksilver smart motor for mirror motion. The basic Labview drivers were done at 
CTIO and completed at Caltech. 
 
Monochromator module: talks to the Oriel monochromator. It uses Oriel drivers. 
 
ND Filter Module: moves the Oriel ND filter wheel. The Labview drivers were done at Caltech based on the ASCII 
commands provided by Oriel. 
 
Detectors module: reads and sets the calibrated Oriel Detectors, through the Optical Power Meter. The Labview drivers 
were done at Caltech based on the ASCII commands provided by Oriel. 
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Figure 5: Software Architecture 
 
As it can be seen in figure 5, the “intelligence” for coordinating the different actions is not currently embedded in the 
instrument software; it is in the client side where the “sequence of actions” lives. This external client can be a script, a 
coordinating GUI or an external CCD data acquisition system. An optional “coordinating module” can also be added at 
the server side if needed, but leaving it external gives flexibility for using it with different data acquisition systems. 
 
A fully automated QE testing procedure can be done by using an external script (or GUI) which: 

- Leaves in place all the parts needed in order to get a detector measurement under well-known conditions 
(wavelength, filter, etc) by talking to the “instrument software”. 

- After moving the mirror to the CCD position, asks the CCD camera software to take an image. 
- If the script is written in some language with embedded image analysis tools (like IRAF, IDL, MATLAB, etc), 

then the script can follow the automation, presenting a QE plot as a result.  
 
The implementation of this architecture for this facility was based in IRAF scripting. 
 
 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
 
A versatile facility for optical efficiency of VPH gratings and quantum efficiency of CCD was presented. Further usage 
of this setup is easy to ambition, because the rotating concept and monochromatic illumination has multiple applications 
in optical and chemical characterization. 
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